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Cnmmonfo^altlj of glassacljusdts.

Secketaky's Department, Boston, Sept. 3, 1878.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives :—

I have the honor, in conformity with the requirements

of the General Statutes, to submit herewith the Thirty-

sixth Annual Report of the Births, Marriages, and

Deaths occurring in Massachusetts during the year 1877,

and registered and returned by the clerks of the respective

cities and towns. Under the act of 1875, the returns of

each year may be made to this department as late as the

first day of March following; and, owing to the time

required for its preparation, the Registration Report has

not been distributed to the towns, in the series of Public

Documents, untd the year next following. Its early

publication the present year, earlier than any preceding

it, is due to the labors of Dr. Frank W. Draper of Bos-

ton, the present editor, and to the industry and application

of the clerks in this department to whom the preparation

of the many intricate and difficult tables was intrusted

:

it allows the accompanying Report to be included in the

Public Documents of 1877. The public series of docu-

ments will hereafter contain the Registration Report of

the current year, instead of that of the preceding year.

Respectfully submitted.

HENRY B. PEIRCE,

Secretary of the Commonwealth.
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THIETY-SIITH EEGISTEATION EEPOET.

(18 7 7.)

DuKiNG the year 1877, the registration officers of Massachu-

setts made a record of the essential facts concerning 41,850

births, 12,758 marriages, and 31,342 deaths. The aggregate of

this registry is 85,950, a number 2,134 less than the total for

the previous year.

Making further comparison with the vital statistics of 1876,

we find that in 1877 the number of registered births was smaller

by 299 ; the number of registered marriages was greater by 9

;

the number of registered deaths was smaller by 1,844.

This considerable decrease in the number of deaths is evi-

dence of the satisfactory condition of the public health in Mas-

sachusetts in 1877.

The natural increase of population, or excess of births over

deaths, was 10,508, a number greater by 1,542 than the natural

increase (8,963) in 1876.

The rates of births, marriages, and deaths in 1877 are as fol-

lows :
—

Births . . . 24-09 to 1,000 of estimated population.

Marriages . . . 7*34 " " "

Deaths . . . 18-04 » "

The excess of the birth-rate over the death-rate is 6-05 per

1,000, or -605 per cent.

One living child was born to every 41 of the estimated popu-

lation, one person in every 68 at all ages was married, and one

person in every 55 died.

The following table gives a comparative exhibit of numbers

and rates, carried through a series of years :
—
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Table showing the number of Births, Maeriages, and

Deaths registered in Massachusetts during the past twenty-

five years, wuth the Birth-rates and Mortality-rates.

TEAKS.
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POPULATION.

In accordance with the method pursued in previous years,

the estimate of the population of Massachusetts in the mid-

dle of the year 1877 is based on the presumption that the

mean antiual rate of increase during the quinquennial period,

1875-80, is the same as the mean annual rate during the quin-

quennial period immediately preceding the last census. A cer-

tain amount of error inevitably attends any estimate of this

kind ; but the method here adopted has the advantage that it is

substantially founded on an actual enumeration in 1875 : it is

probably a nearer approximation to the truth than any other

computation, or any plan of shrewd guessing, could give.

The average annual rate of increase in the population during

the period from 1870 to 1875 was 2.538 per cent. The popula-

tion of the State in 1875 was found, by the census taken in that

year, to be 1,651,912. The estimated population at the middle

of the year 1876 was 1,693,837 ; and the estimated population

at the middle of the year 1877 was 1,736,826.
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BIRTHS.

The following table shows the number of births annually

during the last twenty years :
—

YEARS.
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The birth-rate for the year 1877 is less than that of any of

the past twenty-five, except 1865, the last year of the civil war,

during which latter period the number and the rate of births

were considerably lessened for reasons readily recognized. The

diminution for which the present year is remarkable is not so

readily accounted for : many births escape registration ; but the

error from this source is probably constant, and is no greater

in 1877 than in 1867 : that the financial disturbances of the

present period have some effect in reducing the birth-rate is

not unlikely.

The following table, copied from the Thirty-ninth Annual

Report of the Registrar-General of England, shows the birth-

rate in several European countries, and places our Massachusetts

statistics of births at a manifest disadvantage. France has often

been alluded to in the writings of statisticians as affording in

her birth-rate the ground for much solicitude as to the future of

her population; and the apparent birth-rate of Massachusetts

since 1875 is less than that of France.
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By this table we are enabled to compare the birth-rate in

each county, in 1877, with the birth-rate in the same county

during the previous nine years, with the average rate in that

county during the entire decade, with the average rate of each

of the other counties during the same period, and with the rate

of the entire State for each year and for the series of ten years.

Barnstable, Bristol, Essex, Franklin, Hampden, Hampshire,

Middlesex, Norfolk, Plymouth, Suffolk, and Worcester— all

the counties, in fact, except Berksliire, Dukes, and Nantucket

— were like the State at large, in that each had a birth-rate in

1877 less than its own decennial birth-rate.

The populous counties, — Suffolk, Worcester, Middlesex,

Hampden, Bristol,— containing the cities and larger towns,

maintain their place as the most prolific in tlie series, and their

mean decennial birth-rates exceed the decennial average rate of

the State as a whole ; but in 1877 Suffolk and Middlesex were

the only counties whose rates exceeded that of the State. The

farming counties, more sparsely settled and containing the less

prolific elements of the population, are low in the scale of birth-

rates when compared with the other counties and with the

State at large.

City Birth-rates.— The following table exhibits an estimate

of the birth-rates in 1877 in the ten largest cities of Massachu-

setts, with a comparison with the remainder of the State and

with the rates of the entire State :
—

CITIES.
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It thus appears that ten cities in Massachusetts, containing in

the aggregate 41 per cent of the entire population in 1875, con-

tributed, in 1877, 47 per cent of all the births registered ; and

that, to every thousand of the people in those cities, four children

were born in excess of the number of children born to every

thousand inhabitants in the remainder of the State. The excess

is greater than was found to exist in 1876.

Seasons.— In the next table, the influence of the seasons on

the birth-rate is exhibited :
—

MONTHS.
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Births arranged in Periods of Six Months, -
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The following table shows a comparison of the sexes at birth

in the year 1877, and in the previous quarter of a century :
—

5

Males
Females
Not stated

Males to 100 females

!

Males
Females .

Not stated

Males to 100 females

( Males
Illegitimate . < Females

( Not stated

Males to 100 females

445,964
421,198

2,096
105-9

13,164
8,799

2,631
149-7

3,556

3,675
40

The following table shows that the counties illustrated, in

1877, in nearly every instance, the fact observed with regard

to the State at large, that among living births those of male

children predominate :
—

Births. — Proportion of Males to Females in the Counties.

1877.

COUNTIES.
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Parent-Nativity.— In the following table, we endeavor to

classify the births in 1877 in accordance with the nativity of

the parents, distinguishing the latter as "native-born" and
" foreign-born." In former years, just subsequent to the re-

markable immigration which began in 1850, it was possible to

discriminate, with a close approximation to accuracy, between
the native or " old Puritan " stock of Massachusetts and that

which was then freshly introduced from foreign lands. But, as

the years have passed on, the " native-born " element no longer

continued to possess its early distinctive characteristics : inevita-

bly and increasingly it received accessions from the exotic class,

the adult children of the immigrants of a quarter-century ago

having the same right to be denominated " native-born " or

"American" as the lineal descendants of the colonial immi-

grants of two centuries ago. It is necessary to bear this fact

in mind when any attempt is made to interpret the statistics

here set forth. Each year this difficulty increases ; and the

time will doubtless arrive presently when American statisticians

will recognize the propriety of discontinuing a classification

whose value is more plausible than defensible.
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If we calculate the percentages of the numbers in the forego-

ing table for the State at large, and carry the comparison through

a series of ten years, we find that under the head " native-born
"

there is, in 1877, an apparent gain in the percentage at the ex-

pense of the parentage denominated " foreign-born," and that

there is an approach to the ratio of seven 3'ears ago in this na-

tive class. The births of foreign parentage are less in propor-

tion to the whole number than in any year since 1860. The
births of mixed parentage, which, in most cases, are really

births of foreign extraction, are steadily increasing in their

percentage.

Percentages of Native-horn and Foreign-horn Parents of Living

Births in each of the past Ten Years in Massachusetts.
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Plural Births.— In the year 1877, in Massachusetts, four

hundred and four (404) women gave birth to eight hundred

and fifteen (815) living children. There were three hundred and

ninety-eight (398) twin births, five (5) cases of triplets, and

one instance of a family of four at a single birth. Two of the

triplet births occurred in Essex County; and Suffolk, Plym-

outh, and Worcester Counties shared the other three. Essex

County, besides doing so well in the matter of triplets, has the

distinction of a record of four children at one birth ; and, for

the encouragement of those who observe signs of the rapid de-

cadence of the old Puritan stock, it should be remarked that

the parentage of this family group is registered as "American."

The following table shows the statistics of plural births dur-

ing the past fifteen years, classified with reference to the na-

tivity of the parents :
—
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Plural Births in Massachusetts. — Ten Tears.
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In the next table we endeavor to learn from what source

illegitimate children can trace their lineage ; so far, at least, as

their maternal nativity is concerned. Obviously, the limitations

to the comparisons here presented in the annual percentages are

important : in addition to the indefiniteness pertaining to the

terms "American" and "Foreign," as already discussed on an-

other page, we are to remember that a comparison of numbers

and percentages is of far less value than a comparison of rates

based on the data of population in the two classes,— data which,

in the nature of things, we cannot obtain in this connection.

It is of little moment that 52-7 per cent of the illegitimate

children born in 1863 had native-born mothers, if we do not

know how many native-born spinsters of child-bearing age were

living in 1863 to supply those 146 unfortunates. It would cer-

tainly be unfair to conclude that in 1863 the native-born women
of Massachusetts were more immoral than those of foreign

birth by as much as 52-7 exceeds 37-6.

Illegitimate Births —
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Among the illegitimate births registered in 1877, there were

347 males and 350 females : it has been the usual experience,

that, in this class of births, the female children exceed in num-

ber the male children.

Of the whole number recorded, the city of Boston contrib-

uted 442,— 63 per cent of the total. In Boston the ratio of

children born out of wedlock to the total number of births was

as 42-1 to 1,000 : in the rest of the State it was as 84 to 1,000.

Still-born.— Of this class, 1,254 were recorded in 1877,— 710

males, 474 females, and 70 whose sex was not registered. Of

course the registry of these births is very far from complete.

The percentage of still-births to living births in 1877 was 2*99,

or one still-born to every 33 born alive.
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MARRIAGES.

The whole number of marriages whose statistics were placed

on record in Massachusetts in 1877 was 12,758. In 1876 the

number was 12,749. When the increase in population is

regarded, this very slight increase in the number married in

1877 is a suggestive indication of the commercial depression of

the period. It is not probable that the registration of marriages

is complete ; but the error on this score is hardly to be con-

sidered as greater in this year than in previous years.

The marriage-rate in 1877, the number of marriages to every

thousand of the estimated population, was 7*34; that is to say,

of every 100,000 of the people of all ages, 1,468 were married

in 1877.

The following table gives the marriage-rate in each of the last

thirteen years, a period since the disturbances of matrimonial

statistics caused by the civil war :
—

YEARS.
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It will be observed that the year 1877 is at a decided disad-

vantage when compared with the remainder of the years in the

period selected : the whole number of marriages in 1877 was

less by 1,734 than the annual mean of these thirteen years,

and the marriage-rate was very low. Even during the period

from 1861 to 1865, when the war had a very obvious influence

on the marriage-rate by removing from the State many thou-

sands of adult males, the proportion of marriages to the popula-

tion did not fall so low as in 1877 ; the number of marriages in

1863, in the midst of the troubles, being as 8-77 to 1,000 of the

population,— considerably better, it will be seen, than the 7*34

of the present year. Sooner or later, this marked decline in the

statistics of marriages will make itself felt on the birth-rate. A
State cannot be considered prosperous whose birth-rate and

marriage-rate fall much below a recognized normal standard.

The following table, copied from the Thirty-ninth Annual

Report of the Registrar-General of England, affords an oppor-

tunity to compare our marriage statistics with those of certain

countries in Europe :
—
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By the foregoing table it appears that marriages have declined

more, in the last three years, in the urban than in the rural por-

tions of INIassachusetts. The same fact is illustrated in the

table of county marriage-rates.

Season.— The following table exhibits the number of mar-

riages recorded in each month of 1877, with the quarterly

aggregates and percentages :
—

Marriages

registered in each

Month.

Marriages

registered in each

Quarter.

Quarterly

percentages of

total Marriages.

January

February

March

April .

May .

June .

July .

August

September

October

November

December

The year

1,170

899

515

1,130

1,077

1,130

916

83G

1,114

1,313

1,611

1,028

[ 2,590

J

3,337

1

\ 2,866

J

3,952

12,758*

20-32

26-18

22-49

31-01

100-00

Including 13 of which the time was not stated.

Almost without exception, the month of November has been

preferred by Massachusetts people as the most favorable season

for matrimony : the large number of marriages in that month

has invariably given the last quarter of the year the chief place.

The month of March in 1877 maintains its accustomed rela-

tion as the season deemed least propitious for marriage.

The order of the four quarters in 1877 — fourth, second,

third, first— corresponds with the experience in England in

many years.
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The next table exemplifies the constancy of Massachusetts

customs in the selection of the wedding season. It gives the

quarterly aggregates and percentages during the past decade.
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The annexed table, which gives the mean age of brides and

bridegrooms during the past ten years in each of two classes,

shows a noteworthy constancy in this regard :
—
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The percentages of first and subsequent marriages during the

past ten years are shown in the following table :
—
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Certain Marriages.— Ages, 1877.

First Marriage of

both Parties.
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Marriages according to Nativit}-. — Percentages.

YEARS.
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DEATHS.

The registration of deaths affords a measure of the waste, in

some measure preventable, which a people suffers in its vitality

and potential productiveness. The births and the accessions

by immigration represent the repair. It is because mortality

touches in a different manner and more keenly individual and

social experience * that data of this department of vital statis-

tics have always received more attentive study than has been

given to other branches of this work. The public health is

interpreted by the death-rate, and sanitary administration is

stimulated or is complacently inactive according to the rise and

fall of the ratio of deaths to population.

The public health of Massachusetts in 1877, tested by the

standard whicli the registration of deaths thus enables us to

establish, was satisfactory. The State was spared the presence

and inroad of the destructive diseases which sometimes, as

epidemics, make alarming invasions. The total number of

deaths recorded was 31,342,— an aggregate less by 1,844 than

that of 1876. The mortality was at the rate of 18-04 to every

thousand of the living,— a rate less than that of any year since

1870.

For the purpose of observing how the mortalitj'^-statistics of

1877 stand in relation to those of former years and to the gen-

eral mean of many years, the following table is introduced. It

should be explained that the low death-rate of the first five

years in the series is an approximation only, and not a very

close one, to the actual mortality of the State, the registration-

law being then in its experimental stage. The death-rate of

1877 is below the mean annual rate of the past thirty-six years,

no correction being made for the deficiency above mentioned.

* "If a funeral-train and wedding-procession were to meet unexpectedly, it will readily be

allowed that the mirth of the last would be speedily merged in the gloom of the other." — Sir

Walter Scott.
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Death-Rate in Massachusetts. — Thirty-six Tears.
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The following table, compiled from the statistics published in

the Thirty-ninth Annual Report of the Registrar-General of

England, enables us to institute a comparison between the mor-

tality-rates of Massachusetts and those of certain European
states. Making all necessary allowances for differences in the

accuracy of registration and in the race-characteristics of the va-

rious nations, we may correctly conclude that the public health

of our people is not inferior to that of transatlantic com-

munities.

European States. — Average Annual Mortality-rates per 1,000 of

Population, 1853-76.

COUNTRIES.
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The relative order of the counties according to their mortality-

rates in 1877 is as follows, beginning with the lowest : Franklin,

Berkshire, Plymouth, Hampshire, Hampden, Barnstable, Nor-

folk, Worcester, Middlesex, Dukes, Bristol, Essex, Suffolk,

Nantucket.

Their rank, taking the mean of the decennial rates and be-

ginning with the lowest, is as follows : Berkshire, Barnstable,

Franklin, Norfolk, Plymouth, Hampshire, Worcester, Essex,

Dukes, Bristol, Hampden, Middlesex, Suffolk, Nantucket.

In 1877, six of the counties— Middlesex, Dukes, Bristol,

Essex, Suffolk, and Nantucket— had a mortality-rate in excess

of that of the State ; in the decennial period, seven of the

counties— Essex, Dukes, Bristol, Hampden, Middlesex, Suffolk,

and Nantucket— had an average death-rate in excess of that of

the State.

These points are made more plain by a statement in tabular

form, as follows :
—
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For the purpose of avoiding the errors incidental to compari-

sons such as the counties, with their great diversities in popula-

tion and territory, afford,— errors which are illustrated in the

extreme case of Nantucket, for example,— the registration reports

have presented from year to year a comparison of results based

upon the statistics of six territorial divisions of the State, with

boundaries designed to give a better notion of urban and rural

death-rates in Massachusetts than the county divisions could

exhibit. These results for 1877 are shown in the accompanying

table :
—

Death-Rate in Six Geographical Divisions 1877.

COUNTIES.
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In the next table, the comparison of district death-rates is

carried through a decade :
—

District Death-Rates, 1868-77.

YEARS.
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the country presents. Among the more important factors pro-

ducing this character in city death-rates is an excess of perisha-

ble elements in the population,— the large proportion of infants

and young children improvidently and ignorantly reared, the

dwellers in crowded tenement-houses, and the masses of the

vicious and the idle who gravitate toward populous centres.
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Seasons.— The following table presents a demonstration of

the influence of the seasons upon mortality in Massachusetts in

1877 :
—
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Sex.— The deaths of females in 1877 exceeded the deaths of

males by 467. There were 15,427 deaths of males, and 15,894

deaths of females ; being in the proportion of 97 of the former

to 100 of the latter. This disparity is largely due to an excess

of females in the general population at all ages ; for, if we cal-

culate the rate of deaths per 1,000 of the living of the two

sexes, we find that the mortality was greatest among the males.

The death-rate in 1877 among males was 18-47 per 1,000, and

that of females was 17*63 ; in 1876 the rates were 20-2 and 18-9,

respectively; in 1875 they were 21-8 and 20-5.

The next table presents a comparison of the mortality of

males and that of females during a series of years :
—
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The second series of figures in the foregoing table exhibits

the mortality in 1877 in each of the two sexes from infancy to

old age. It appears that more male infants than female infants

died, the excess of male infants at birth being the cause of this

preponderance. A similar disparity, somewhat greater in degree,

marks the mortality of children under five years old. Between

the ages of twenty and thirty, however, female lives were en-

croached upon more than male lives ; and at ages above thirty,

and between five and twenty, the mortality among females was

in marked excess.

The next line of percentages (III.) tells the story of mor-

tality at different periods of life. It shows that, in 1877, more

than a fifth of all the deaths were those of infants ; that more

than a third of the total mortality fell on young children ; and

that the period of life from twenty to thirty was comparatively

exempt.

A comparison of the mortality in 1877 with that in previous

years is made in the two following tables. The deaths in

infancy were less in proportion in 1876 and 1877 than in any

year of the decade.

Deaths at Different Ages.

—

Percentages.
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Deaths at Different A
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Death-Rates at Specified Ages— 1875-77.

Deaths to each 1,000

Living.
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Nativity of Decedents.— The accompanying table exhibits the

numbers and percentages of those who died in 1877, distributed

in the several counties according to their place of birth. It is

necessary to observe again that the class called " native-born
"

contains a large and indeterminable " foreign " element,— for-

eign in a strictly ethnological sense, though literally of Amer-
ican nativity.

Nativity of those whose Deaths were registered
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The next table carries the comparison, for the State at large,

through a series of twentj-four years :
—

Nativity of Persons Deceased in Massachusetts— Twenty-four Tears.
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CAUSES OF DEATH.

We Lave the data of the causes of 30,432 of the 31,342

deaths which were registered In Massachusetts in 1877. These

causes, distributed according to the nosological divisions long in

use in this country and in England, were as follows :
—

CLASSES.
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We pass now to a more particular study of the various dis-

eases of which the five general classes are composed.

The number of deaths from the most destructive members of

the zymotic group, during the past ten years, is presented in the

accompanying table :
—
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The principal diseases of the local class have been fatal dur-

ing the ten years, as follows :
—
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The fatality from diseases and conditions of the developmental

order, during the last ten years, is given in the next table :
—
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The next table gives the principal causes of death in 1877

and in the previous four years, arranged according to the order

of their fatality.

In 1877 consumption held the first rank as a destroyer of

Massachusetts lives, maintaining its usual place. Diphtheria,

this year as last, is second in the list, attesting its continued

fatality. Scarlatina, in previous years quite destructive, fell in

1877 to the fourteenth place. Dysentery was unusually severe.

The other diseases in the list were not far out of their accus-

tomed relation, if they were disturbed therefrom at all.

These twenty principal causes of death accounted for seventy

per cent of all the deaths registered in 1877.
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The question, What were the five most fatal diseases in each

of the counties in 1877 ? is answered in the following table,

which gives for each county the percentage which each of the

principal causes of death bears to all the deaths whose causes

were certified. Consumption, of course, was easily first ; but

the several counties present some noteworthy contrasts in their

percentages : thus, while in Barnstable, Dukes and Nantucket,

and Franklin, more than a fifth of the deaths were due to con-

sumption, that disease was in considerably less proportion as a

cause of death in Berkshire, Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk Coun-

ties. Diphtheria has a prominent position in the columns of the

second and third rank : the disease wa*s quite generally distrib-

uted throughout the State. Pneumonia was the cause of many
deaths in all the counties, its place being near the head of the

list. It is interesting to remark that old age is assigned as a

cause of so many deaths, outranking the fatality of more con-

trollable conditions : this feature is especially noteworthy in the

rural counties, like Barnstable, Berkshire, Franklin, Hamp-
shire, Norfolk, and Plymouth. Typhoid fever was relatively

less prevalent than usual. Scarlatina does not show itself in

the table : excepting diphtheria, the infectious diseases made

but slight impression on the mortality of Massachusetts in 1877.
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The next table answers the question, "What were the prin-

cipal causes of death at each of several specified periods of life

in 1877 ? The numbers attached to each disease give the death-

rate per 10,000 of the estimated population at each period of

life.

Some very interesting features characterize this table. Thus,

in infancy, the diarrhoeal diseases of summer surpassed all the

other causes of death ; in the period from five to fifteen, the

age of adolescence, diphtheria was most destructive ; toward the

end of that period, consumption begins to assert its sway, and,

from fifteen onward to seventy, its place is in the front rank of

the destroyers ; typhoid fever finds its victims most numerously

at ages from fifteen to thirty ; in middle life, heart disease and

pneumonia rank after consumption; as old age comes on, the

conditions which indicate a progressive degeneration of the vital

powers take the lead in fatality, to the exclusion of the more

acute affections. Among the especially noteworthy facts dis-

played here is the fatality of cancer at ages from forty to sev-

enty, the death of twenty-four children (twenty-one boys and

three girls) by drowning, and the fact that seventy-five women
between thirty and forty years of age died in childbed.

But, while these relations of the causes of death at different

ages afford opportunity for interesting study, the contrasts

offered by the mortality-rates at the various periods of life are

quite as suggestive.
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Apoplexy.— The deaths attributed to this cause in 1877 num-
bered 544,— 37 in excess of the mortality in 1876. The follow-

ing table exhibits the progressive fatality of this affection in

common with other diseases of the central nervous system, the

expression of the overwork and anxiety pertaining to modern

American life :
—

TEAKS.
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The increase observed in the annual mortality from brain

diseases is out of proportion to the increase in population mean-

while : this is shown in the next table, which gives the mortal-

ity-rates from these diseases for the four years in which the

population was known by actual enumeration :
—
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Cholera Infantum is the expressive name used to designate

the midsummer scourge of infancy. As each August returns,

it is sure to witness the record of hundreds of young lives de-

stroyed by this disease. In some years the list of victims may
diminish somewhat from various favoring causes ; but the annual

mean, as may be observed in the following table, is a fearful

fatality, and represents a lamentable loss of young children :
—

TEAKS.
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The deaths were distributed among the months and quarters

of the year as follows :
—
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The following table shows the relation of the counties to each

other with reference to deaths from consumption in 1877:—
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Diphtheria.— The registered deaths from this cause num-
bered 2,634 in 1877 : this mortality is unprecedented in this

State. The disease has manifested its influence in Massa-

chusetts during the last three years in an extraordinary man-
ner, as regards both extent and continuance. Hitherto there

has been no outbreak of the disease to compare with the pres-

ent in severity and duration. The deaths from diphtheria in

1877 comprised 8-6 per cent of all the deaths whose causes were

specified.

The following table, presenting the number of deaths from

diphtheria annually since 1858, when the disease first found a

place in the registration returns, gives a good notion of the

periodicity of this fatal epidemic influence in this State :
—

LYEARS.
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There is considerable decline in the recorded mortality from

croup in 1877. It is probable that a part of the deaths charged

to diphtheria would be more correctly entered as due to croup ;

but the error, if it exists, is lost in the total which comprises

both diseases. This aggregate in 1877 is less than that of 1876 ;

yet diphtheria, being the single disease which prevailed in 1877

much beyond its ordinary degree, appears in marked excess

above its usual percentage proportion,— a proportion (8-65) so

large, that the greatly lessened percentage of deaths by croup

(1-78) is unable to reduce the total of both diseases (10-43)

below the total of the previous year (10-24). The ratio of

deaths to population, however, presents a decline from that of

the previous year.

Dysentery is recorded as the cause of 580 deaths in 1877; a

noteworthy increase when compared with the total (417) regis-

tered in 1876. These 580 deaths were in the proportion of 33

to every 100,000 of the population, and comprised two per cent

of all the mortality. Four-fifths of the deaths occurred in July,

August, and September. One-half of the decedents were under

five years old, and more than one-fourth were over sixty years

old.

The prevalence of the disease in the various counties is

shown in the next table. In proportion to the population, the

greatest mortality occurred in Middlesex, Norfolk, and Suffolk

Counties.
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3feasles.— The number of deaths from this disease (135),

though in excess of that registered in 1876, is below the aver-

age annual mortality. Some deaths, properly chargeable to

measles, are probably recorded as caused by the secondary com-

plications of that disease, and do not appear here.

The statistics of the mortality from measles during the last

twenty years are as follows :
—
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The following table gives the distribution of the mortality

with regard to ages, the deaths at ages not stated being

omitted :
—

AGES.
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Scarlatina shows by its mortality-record of 1877, that, after a

sway of five years, it is again disappearing from among the

people of Massachusetts, affording a most welcome respite.

The mortality in 1877 was very low.

YEARS.
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YEAES.
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fatal cases of autumnal fever than there is in connection with

many other diseases : therefore there is but little doubt that

the registry for the present year, small as it is, approximates

closely to an accurate statement. It is especially pleasing that

this typical " filth-disease " showed in the past year so little de-

structive power.

YEARS.
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Table I.—POPULATION, [1875.] — BIRTHS,

General Abstract, exhibiting , in connection with the Population according

registered in each County and Town in Massachusetts during the

Born, the Nativity of Persons Married, and the Sex and aggregate
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MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS, 1877.

to the State Census of 1875, the Births, Marriages, and Deaths

year 1877,— distinguishing the Sex and the Parentage of Children

and average Ages of the Number who Died.

MARRIAGES.
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Table I.

—

Births, Marriages, and Deaths,
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Table I.
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Table I.— Births,
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Registered during the year 1877.— Continued.

MARRIAGES.
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Table I.

—

Births, Marriages, and Deaths,
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Registered during the year 1877. — Continued.

MARRIAGES.
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Registered dtirmg the year 1877.— Continued.

MARRIAGES.
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Table I.— Births,
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Registered during the year 1877. — Continued.

MARRIAGES.
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Table I.— Births, Marriages, and Deaths,
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Eegistered during the year 1877.— Concluded.

MARRIAGES.
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Supplement A.

PLURALITY BIRTHS.— 187 7.

[Included in Tables I. and II.]

II
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Supplement A.— Concluded.
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Supplement B.

ILLEGITIMATE BIRTHS. — 187 7.

[Included in Tables I. and II.]

II
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Table III.— STILL-BORN.

Distinguishing by Counties^ by Months^ and by Sex, the registered

Number of Still-births during the year

1877.

"C
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Table III.— Concluded.
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Table IV. — MARRIAGES.

Distinguisliing by Counties, and by Months, the Number of Marriages

registered during the year

1877.

Year and
Months.
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Table V.— MARRIAGES.

Exhihitivg the Social Condition and Ages, respectively, of Parties

Married during the year

1877.
Aggregate— Of all Conditions.
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Table V.— Continued.

(B.) First Marriage of Male, and subsequent Marriage of

Female.

m
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Table V.— Concluded.

(D.) Subsequent Marriage of both Parties.

h9
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Table VI. — DEATHS.

Distinguishing by Counties, by Months, and by Sex, the registered

Number of Persons who Died during the year

1877.

1^
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Table VII. — DEATHS BY AGE AND SEX,

Distinguisldng by Age and by Sex the Number of Deaths registered in each

Population, distinguishing Sex, acconling to the State Census o/1875, — and

State and
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AND BY COUNTIES AND TOWNS— 1877.

County and Town in the State during the year 1877,— in connection with the

also tvith the Percentage of the Registered Number of Deaths to the Population.

15
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Table VII. — Continued.

Counties akd
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Table VII. — Continued.

[1877.

Counties and
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Table VII.— Continued.

Counties and-
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Age and Sex, by Towns.
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Table VII.— Continued.

Counties aud
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Age and Sex, by Towns.
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Table VII. — Continued.

Counties and
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Table VII. — Continued.

[1877.

Counties and
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Table VII. — Continued.

[1877.
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Table VII.— Continued.

Counties and
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Table VII. — Continued.
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Table VII.— Continued.

Counties and
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Table VII.— Continued.

[1877.

Counties and
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Table VII.— Continued.

[1877.

Counties and

Towns.

Population — 187S. Deaths.

Norfolk Co.

Bellingham

Braintree

Brookliue

Canton .

Cohasset .

Declliam .

Dover

Foxborougli

Franklin

.

Holbrook

Hyde Park

Medfield .

Medway .

Milton

Needliam

Norfolk .

Norwood

.

Qiiincy .

Eandolph

1,247

2,197

5,75G

650

3,168

2,983

1,726

6,316

1,163

4,242

2,738

4,548

920

1,749

9,155

4,064

Tot.
INIa.

Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

( Ma.
(Fe.

I
Ma.

( Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

j Ma.
( Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

{Ma.
(Fe.

88,.321

42,.397

45,924

612
635

1,999
2,157

2,902

3J13

1,97c

2,217

1,067
1,130

2,666
3,090

1,355

1,813

1,420
1,563

2,934
3,382

515
648

2,066
2,176

1,279
1,459

2,243
2,305

4,.50S

4,557

2,0.33

2,031

1-67
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Table VII. — Continued.

Counties and

Towns.

Population— 1875. Deaths.

Per ct.

to Pop. Persons. Sex,

WOIICESTEK Co,

Asliliurnbain .

Athol

Auburn .

Barre

Berlin •.

Blackstone

Bolton

Boylston

.

Brookfield

Charlton

.

Clinton ,

Dana

Douglas .

Dudley .

Fitchburg

Gardner .

Grafton .

Hardwick

Harvard .

210,295

4,134

4,640

2,660

760

2,202

2,653

12,289

3,730

4,442

1,992

1,304

Tot.
Ma.
Fe.
Un.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

(Ma.
|Fe.

210,295
103,540
106,755

1,049
1,092

2,031

2,103

1,206

1,254

2,157

2,483

1,317

1,343

3,117

3,664

1,110
1,092

1,286

1,367

6,067
6,222

1,823
1,907

2,186
2,256

1,016
976

585
719

1-79
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Table VII.— Continued.

[1877.

Counties ani

Towns.

Population— 1875.

Persons. Sex.

Worcester-Con

Holden .

Hubbardston

Lancaster

Leicester

.

Leominster

Lunenburg

Meudon .

Milford .

Millbury

.

New Braintree

Nortbborough

Nortlibridge

N. Brookfield

Oakham .

Oxford .

Paxton .

Petersham

Phillipston

Princeton

Royalston

Rutland .

5,201

9,818

4,529

606

1,398

4,030

3,749

873

1,203

1,063

(Ma.
JFe.
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NOSOLOGICALLY ARRANGED.
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NOTE.

Previously to the adoption, in the Registration Report of

1855, of the present Nosological Arrangement of Tables

IX. and X., the term " Infantile " in those Tables included

under a single designation not only all deaths returned under

the several heads " Infantile," " Premature," or " Premature

Births," but also all ascribed to " Debility " or " Unknown "

causes, if under two years of age.

This plan was continued until the Registration Report of

1868, in which, to secure greater accuracy, the method now
employed was adopted, by which Deaths returned under the

head of "Premature," "Premature Births," or "Infantile," are

stated separately in Table VIII., and combined in Tables IX.

and X. Deaths of children under two years, from " Debility "

or " Unknown " cause, are no longer classed as " Infantile."

See Registration Report of 1868, p. cv, for a fuller explana-

tion.
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Exidhiting the Number of Births^ Marriages^ and Deaths, registered

Years 1865-77,— in connection with the Population according to the

Persons who died; also showing the Ratios of the annual average
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FOR THE THIRTEEN YEARS— 1865-77.

in the several Counties and Towns of Massachusetts for the Thirteen

State Census of 1875 ; distinguishing the Sex of Children horn and of

number of Births, Marriages, and Deaths, to the given Population.

MARRIAGES.
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for Thirteen Years— Continued.

JIAKRIAGES.

40
167
258
81

14,080

121
827
82

331
229
264
272

4,778
137
205

3,453
140
161
195
72
176
134

2,247
259

443

65
214
11

8

145

26,299

568
478
798
86
164
633
145

Man-iages

to 100

Persons.

Persons

living to one
Marriage

•51

•65

•54

100

•83

•88

•69

•81

•75

1-00

•52

•70

•81

•76

•59

103

•84

•96

196
154
185
100

121

114
145
124
134
100
192
132
123
132
168
97
148
136
122
211
143
127
118
146

119

102

104
255
187
137

110

137
139
118
126
186
124
153

102
431
677
110

28,126

223
1,734
152
781
390
745
615

10,029
253
563

5,666
312
325
387
194
483
316

4,429
529

881

79
369
42
20

371

50,762

1,229

1,149

1,440
159
420

1,272
355

Deatlis to

100 Persons

living.

Persons

living to one

Death.

49
215
344
57

14,095

107
884
76

391
171
378
277

5,084
135
271

2,783
145
174
189
111

247
170

2,224
278

487

43
187
23
13

221

53
214
323
53

13,996

116
848
75

390
216
366
333

4,944
113
292

2,874
167
151

198
83

236
146

2,197
251

36
182
17

7
150

25,165 25,523

598
547
695
81

190
035
180

027
601

745
78

229
629
174

35

74

1-30

1-67

1^41

1-35

1^65

1-62

1^45

1-50

1-75

1-71

1-47

1^71

1-70

1-39

1-63

1-68

1-51

1^48

1-63

1-28

1-91

1-80

1-67

1-40

1-66

1-20

1-66

1-50

1-34

1-87

1-75

1-58

1-73

1 52
1-47

1-38

1-62

1-59
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for Thirteen Years— Continued.

MARRIAGES.

Couples. MaiTiages
to 100

Persons.

Persons

living to one
Slarrlage

Beaths to

100 Persons

U\lng.

Persons

U\'ing to one

Death.

284
120
154
301
47
168
76
68

101
81

107

10,974

167
98
105
122

1,352
122
27

2,191
132
135
253

32
686
76

121

3,882
47
112
890
219
205

5,015

385
246
90
98

370
152

•65

100
•72

•93

•55

•81

1-01

•61

104
1-23

•86

••57

•78

•67

•67

1^01
•76

•62

104
•67

•85

•52

•81

1^15

•91

•84

•96

•81

•85

•81

•45

•61

•86

•75

•82

•93

•97

•72

1^10

155
100
138
108
183
123
99

164
96
81

116

112

175
128
149
149
99

132
161
96

149
118
192

123
87

110
119
104
123
.118

123
222
163

116

1.33

122
108
103
139
91

638
212
365
490
102
370
145
200
184
111

217

20,657

415
238
272
195

2,618
258

. 77
3,893
319
252
560
457
76

845
151
227

6,799
85

157
1,641
683
439

806
476
167
192
792
231

334
103
179
234
43

167
63
84
86
57

105

10,242

212
111

137
99

1,277
120
31

1,916
143
128
286
276
41

423
79
117

3,340
44
70

808
346
238

4,841

395
231
90
84

304
109
185
252
59

200
82

116
97
54

112

10,385

202
127
135
96

1,341

137
46

1,976
176
121

273
181
35

421
70

108
3,450

37
87

829
365
200

5,162

411
241
77
108
419
133

30

22

1^45

175
1^72

1-52

M9
1-78

1-92

1^78

1-92

1-69

1-75

1^42

1^90

1-74

1-07

1-95

1-60

1-78

1-84

1-62

1-59

1^15

1-92

1-42

1^81

1^57

1-69

1^47

M8
1^50

1^41

1-31

1-71

1-57

1-58

172
1-90

1-53

1^67
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Supplement to Table XIII.

PLURALITY BIRTHS.— Thirteen Years— 1865-77.

[Included in Tables XII. and XIII.]
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Supplement to Table XIII.— Concluded.
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Table XIV.—STILL-BORN— Thirteen Years— 1865-77.

Distinguishing by Counties, by Months, and by Sex, the Registered

Number of Still-births during the Thirteen Tears 1865-77.
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Table XIV.— Concluded.
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Table XVL— MARRIAGES.— Thirteen Years— 1865-77.

Exliihiting the Social Condition and Ages of Parties Married during

the Thirteen Years 1865-77.

Aggregate— Of all Conditions.
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Table XVI.— Continued.

(B.) First Marriage of Male, and Second Marriage of

Female.
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Table XVI.— Concluded.

(D.) Subsequent Marriage of both Parties.
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APPENDIX.

LAWS
CONCERNING TIE EEGISTEATION OF BIETHS, MAEEIAGES, AND DEATHS.

[General Statutes— Chapter 21.]

OF THE REGISTRY AlfD RETURNS OF BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.

Section

1. City and Town Clerks to obtain, record, and

index facts concerning Births, Marriages,

and Deaths.

2. Parents and others to give notice of Births

and Deaths.

3. Physicians to give Certificate of Cause of

Death, when requested. Penalty.

4. Sextons, Undertakers, iSrc, to make returns

to Clerks of Cities and Towns. Clerks to

give Certificate of Registry of Death to

the Person having charge of funeral rites

preliminary to Interment, for delivery,

&c. If Interment takes place without

such Certificate, notice thereof to he

given, under penalty of twenty dollars.

6. Clerk annually to transmit certified Copies

of Records to Secretary.

6. Record or Certificate of Clerk to heprim&
facie evidence in Leg.il Pjoceedings.

Section
7. Clerks— Fees of, payable by City or Town

;

Accounts of, to be certified by Secretary.

Penalty for neglect of duty.

8. Superintendents of State Almshouses to

record, and return to Secretary, births

and deaths therein.

9. Secretary to furnish Blank Books for Rec-

ords and forms for Returns, with Instruc-

tions. Clerks to distribute the Blank

Forms for Returns.

10. Secretary, — to cause Returns to be bound
&c. ; to Report annually to Legislature,

&c. ; to do all other acts necessary to

secure tb» execution of the provisions of

this chapter.

11. Registrars may be chosen, in certain cases,

in place of Town Clerks.

Section 1 . The clerk of each cit}' a,nd town shall receive or obtain,

and record, and index, the following facts concerning the births, mar-
riages, and deaths, therein, separately numbering and recording the

same in the order in which he receiyes them, designated in separate

columns :

In the record of birtlis, the date of the birth, the place of birth, the

name of the child (if it have any), the sex and color of the child, the

names and the places of birth of the parents, the occupation of the

father, the residence of the parents, and the date of the record
;

In the record of marriages, the date of the marriage, the place oi

marriage, the name, residence, and official station of the person by
whom married, the names and places of birth of the parties, the resi-

dence of each, the age and color of each, the condition of each

cMi
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(whether single or widowed) , the occupation, the names of the parents,

and the date of the record.

In the record of deaths, the date of the death, the name of the

deceased, the sex, the color, the condition (whether single, widowed,
or married) , the age, the residence, the occupation, the place of death,

the place of birth, the names and places of birth of tlie parents, the

disease or cause of death, the place of burial, and the date of the

record.

Section 2. Parents shall give notice to the clerk of their city or

town of the bu-ths and deaths of their children ; every householder

shall give like notice of every birth and death happening in his house
;

the eldest person next of kin shall give such notice of the death of

his kindred; the keeper of a workhouse, house of correction, prison,

hospital, or almshouse, except the state almshouses at Tewksbury,
Bridgewater, and Monson, and tlie master or othei- commanding offi-

cer of an}' ship, shall give lilvC notice of ever}' birth and death happen-

ing among the persons under his charge. Whoever neglects to give

such notice for the space of six months after a birth or death, shall

forfeit a sum not exceeding five dollars.

Section 3. Any physician having attended a person during his

last illness, shall— when requested within fifteen days after the decease

of such person — forthwith furnish for registration a certificate of the

duration of the last sickness, the disease of which the person died,

and the date of his decease, as nearly as he can state the same. If

any physician refuses or neglects to make such certificate, he shall for-

feit and pa}^ the sum of ten dollars to the use of the town in which he

resides.

Section 4.* Ever}' sexton, undertaker, or other person having

charge of a burial-ground, or the superintendent of burials having

charge of the obsequies or funeral rites preliminary to the interment

of a human body, shall forthwith obtain and return to the clerk of the

city or town in which the deceased resided or the death occurred, the

facts required by this chapter to be recorded by said officer concerning

the deceased, and the person making such return shall receive from
his city or town the fee of ten cents therefor.

The clerk, upon recording such facts, shall forthwith give to the

person making such return, a certificate that such return has been

made, which certificate such person shall deliver to the person having

charge of the interment, if other than himself, before the burial when
practicable, otherwise within seven days thereafter. When a burial

takes place and no certificate is delivered as aforesaid, the sexton,

undertaker, or other person having charge of the interment, shall

forthwith give notice thereof to the clerk under penalty of twenty

dollars.

Section 5. The clerk of each city and town shall annually, on or

before the first day of February, transmit to the secretary of the Com-
monwealth, certified copies of the records of the births, marriages,

and deaths, which have occurred therein during the year ending on

the last day of the preceding December.
Section 6. The record of the town clerk relative to any birth,

marriage, or death, shall he prima facie evidence, in legal proceedings,

* See chap. 202, on page clviii., following.
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of the facts recorded. The certificate signed by the town clerk for

the time being shall be admissible as evidence of any such record.

Section 7.* The clerk shall receive from his city or town for

obtaining, recording, indexing, and returning to the secretary of the
Commonwealth, the facts in relation to a birth, twenty cents ; a mar-
riage, ten cents ; a death, twent}^ cents for each of the first twenty
entries, and ten cents for each subsequent entry, as the same shall be
certified by the secretary of the Commonwealth ; but a city or town
containing more than ten thousand inhabitants may limit the aggre-
gate compensation allowed to their clerk. He shall forfeit a sum not
less than twenty nor more than one hundred dollars for each refusal

or neglect to perform any duty required of him by this chapter.

Section 8. The superintendents of the state almshouses at Tewks-
buiy, Bridgewater, and Monson, shall obtain, record, and make
return of the facts in relation to the births and deaths which occur in

their respective institutions, in like manner as is required of town
clerks. The clerks of said towns shall, in relation to the births and
deaths of persons in said almshouses, be exempt from the duties

otherwise required of them b^' this chapter.

Section 9. The secretaiy shall, at the expense of the Common-
wealth, prepare and furnish to the clerks of the several cities and
towns, and to the superintendents of the state almshouses, blank
books of suitable quality and size to be used as boolvs of record under
this chapter, blank books for indexes thereto, and blank forms for

returns, on paper of unifonn size ; and shall accompau}' the same
with such instructions and explanations as ma^' be necessary and use-

ful. City and town clerks shall make such distribution of blank forms
of returns furnished by the secretary as he shall dh'ect.

Section 10. The secretary shall cause the returns received by him
for each yeav to be bound together in one or more volumes with
indexes thereto. He shall prepare from the returns such tabular re-

sults as will render them of practical utility, make report thereof

annually to the legislature, and do all other acts necessary to carry

into effect the provisions of this chapter.

Section 11. Au}^ city or town containing more than ten thousand
inhabitants, may choose a person other than the clerk to be registrar,

who shall be sworn, and to whom all the provisions of this chapter

coiKjerning clerks shall apply. The returns and notices required to be
made and given to clerks shall be made and given to such registrar

under like penalties.

Section 12. The secretary of this Commonwealth shall prosecute,

by an action of tort, in the name of the Commonwealth, for the

recover}' of any penalty or forfeiture imposed by this chapter.

Section 13. An}' cit}^ or town may make rules and regulations to

enforce the provisions of this chapter, or to secure a more perfect

registration of births, marriages, and deaths, therein.

*See chaps. 138, 145 and 341, on pp. clvii. and clviii., following.
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[General Statutes— Chapter 106.]

OF MARRIAGE.
Section

7. Notice of Intention of Marriage to be en-

tered with Town Clerk.

8. Certificate of Record of Intention to be giv-

en to Parties by Clerk. Such certificate

to be delivered to Person before whom
Marriage is to be solemnized.

9. Certificate .not to issue to certain Minors,

except on application of Parent, &c.

Penalty.

10. Clerk may require Affidavit of Age.

11. Penalty for making False Statement.

12. Parties living in State, and Married out of

it, to file certificate on return. Penalty.

13. No Person to solemnize Marriage of a

Minor, without consent of Parents, if any

in the State competent to act.

Section

li. Marriages, by Whom to be solemnized,

and in what Place.

15. Marriages among Quakers.

16. Persons solemnizing Marriage to keep Rec-

ord, and to make Returns to certain

Town Clerks. Clerk to record all Mar-

riages so returned.

17. Penalty for not making Retui ns.

18. Penalty for solemnizing a marriage unlaw-

fully.

19. Penalty, on Person not authorized to

Marry.

21. Record of Marriage, or certified copy

thereof, presumptive evidence of Mar-

riage.

Sections 1, 2 and 3. [Marriage between certain relatives pro-

hibited.]

Section 4. [Poljgamy forbidden.]

Section 5. [Marriage contracted b}^ insane persons or idiots, void.]

Section G. [Marriage of persons marrying out of the state in order

to evade, &c., void.]

Section 7. Persons intending to be joined in marriage, shall,

before their marriage, cause notice thereof to be entered in the office

of the clerk, or registrar of the cit^' or town in which they respectively

dwell, if within the State. If there is no such clerk or registrar in

the place of their residence, the entry shall be made in an adjoining

city or town.

Section 8. The clerk or registrar shall deliver to the parties a cer-

tificate under his hand, specifying the time when notice of the inten-

tion of marriage was entered with him, together with all facts in

relation to the marriage required by law to be ascertained and re-

corded, except those respecting the person bj' whom the marriage is

to be solemnized. Sucli certificate shall be delivered to the minister

or magistrate in whose presence the marriage is to be contracted,

before he proceeds to solemnize the same.

Section 9. If a clerk or registrar issues such certificate to a male

under the age of twenty-one years, or a female under the age of eigh-

teen years, having reasonable cause to suppose the person to be under

such age, except upon the application or consent in writiug of the

parent, master, or guardian, of such person, he shall forfeit a sum not

exceeding one hundred dollars ; but if there is no parent, master, or

guardian, in this State, competent to act, a certificate may be issued,

without such application or consent.

Section 10. The clerk or registrar may require of any person

applying for such certificate, an aflfidavit sworn to before a justice of

tlie peace for the county where the application is made, setting forth

the age of the parties ; which affidavit shall be sufficient proof of age

to authorize the issuing of tlie certificate.

Section 11. Whoever applying for such certificate wilfully makes
a false statement in relation to the age or residence, parent, master,
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or guardian, of either of tlie parties intending marriage, shall forfeit a
sum not exceeding two hundred dollars.

Section 12. When a marriage is solemnized in another State
between parties living in this State, and they return to dwell here,

the}' shall, within seven daj's after their return, file with the clerk or
registrar of the city or town, where either of them lived at the time,
a certificate or declaration of their marriage, including the facts con-
cerning marriages required by law, and for every neglect they shall

forfeit ten dollars.

Section 13. No magistrate or minister shall solemnize a marriage,
having reasonable cause to suppose either of tlie parties to be under
the age mentioned in section nine, without the consent of the parent
or guardian having the custody of the minor, if there is any in the

State competent to act.

Section 14. Marriages may be solemnized by a justice of the
peace in the county for which he is appointed, when either of the par-

ties resides in the same county ; and throughout the State by any
minister of the gospel ordained according to the usage of his denom-
ination, who resides within the State and continues to perform the

functions of his office ; but all marriages shall be solemnized in the

city or town in which the person solemnizing them resides, or in which
one or both of the persons to be married reside.

Section 15. Marriages among the people called Friends or

Quakers maj- be solemnized in the manner heretofore used and prac-

tised in their societies.

Section 16- Every justice of the peace, minister, and clerk, or

keeper of the records of the meeting wherein any marriages among
the Friends or Quakers are solemnized, shall make a record of each
marriage solemnized before him, together with all facts relating to the

marriage required b}- law to be recorded. He shall also between the

first and tenth days of each month return a copy of the record for the

month next preceding, to the clerk or registrar of the city or town in

which the marriage was solemnized, and shall when neither of the par-

ties to a marriage resides in the city or town in which the marriage is

solemnized, return a copy of the record of such marriage to the clerk

or registrar of the city or town in which one or both parties reside.

All marriages so returned shall be recorded by the clerk or registrar.

Section 17. Every person neglecting to make the returns re-

quired by the preceding section, shall forfeit for each neglect not less

than twent}' nor more than one hundretl dollars.

Section 18. A justice of the peace or minister who joins persons
in marriage contrary to the provisions of this chapter, knowing that

the marriage is not duly authorized, shall forfeit not less tliau fifty

nor more than one hundred dollars.

Section 19. Whoever undertakes to join persons in marriage
knowing that he is not authorized so to do, shall be imprisoned in the

jail or confined to hard labor for a term not exceeding six months, or

pa}^ a fine of not less than fifty nor more than two hundred dollars.

Section 20. [Unintentional informality does not invalidate mar-
riage in other respects lawful.]

Section 21. The record of a marriage, made and kept as pre-

scribed by law b}' the person before whom the marriage is solemnized,

or by the clerk or registrar of an}- city or town, or a cop}- of such
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record duly certified, shall be received in all courts and places as pre-

sumptive evidence of such marriage.

Section 22. [Admission of respondent, general repute, &c., com-
petent evidence to prove the fact of marriage.]

Section 23. [Marriage in foreign countries bj' a consul or diplo-

matic agent valid, and certificate of such consul or agent presumptive
evidence thereof.]

[General Statutes— Chapter 29.]

OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS.

Section 10. [County, cit^', and town records and files may be in-

spected and copied.]

Section 13. [Penalties ; for altering or muti-

lating an}' record, paper, or written document, a sum not exceeding
fifty dollars, — for wrongfull}- detaining records, and other documents,
fiftj' dollars.]

[General Statutes— Section 1 of Chapter 174.]

SENTENCE WHEN NO PUNISHMENT IS PROVIDED.

Section 1. In cases of legal conviction, where no punishment is

provided by statute, the court shall award such sentence as is conform-
able to the common usage and practice in this State, according to the

nature of the offence, and not repugnant to the constitution.

[Chapter 138.]

AN ACT CONCERNING THE REGISTRY AND RETURN OF MARRIAGES,
BIRTHS, AND DEATHS.

Section 1 . The clerk of each city and town (except in such cities

and towns as choose a registrar, under the eleventh section of the

twenty-first chapter of the General Statutes, in which cases the pro-

visions of this act shall appl}- to the registrar) , for receiving or ob-

taining, recording, indexing, and returning the facts relating to

marriages, births, and deaths occurring therein, shall be entitled to

receive therefrom the sums following, viz. : for each marriage, fifteen

cents ; for each birth, thirty cents ; for each death returned to him by
the persons specified in sections two, three, and four of chapter tw^enty-

one of the General Statutes, twenty cents for each of the first twenty
entries, and ten cent=- for each su^•^equent entry ; for oach death not

so luturiicd but by hnii obtained and recorded, twent}' cents.

Section 2. Chapter ninety-six of the acts of the year eighteen

hundred and sixty-five, and so much of section seven of the twentj'-

first chapter of the General Statutes as is inconsistent herewith, are

hereby repealed.

Section 3. This act shall take eflfect upon its passage.

[^Approved April 7, 1866.
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[Chapter 58.]

AN ACT RELATING TO THE MARRIAGE OF NON-RESIDENT PARTIES.

Section 1. Persons living without the Commonwealth and intend-

ing to be joined in marriage within the Commonwealth, shall, before

their marriage, cause notice of their intention to be entered in the

office of the clerk or registrar of the city or town in which they pro-
pose to have the marriage solemnized ; and no marriage between such
parties shall be solemnized until they have deli^-ered to the justice ot

the peace or minister, in whose presence the marriage is to be con-
tracted, a certificate from such clerk or registrar, specifying the time
when notice of the intention of marriage was entered with him,
together with all facts in relation to the marriage required by law
to be ascertained and recorded, except those respecting the person
by whom the marriage is to be solemnized.

Section 2. Marriages may be solemnized by a justice of the peace
in the county for which he is appointed.

Sections, A justice of the peace or minister who joins persons
in marriage contrary to the provisions of this act shall forfeit not less

than fifty nor more than one hundred dollars.

[Approved March 11, 1867.

[Chapter 145.]

AN ACT FIXING THE FEES OF CLERKS AND REGISTRARS FOR THE
REGISTRY AND RETURN OF BIRTHS.

Section 1 . The clerk or registrar of a city or town shall receive

the sum of fifty cents for receiving or obtaining, recording, indexing,

and returning the facts relating to each birth ; but a city or town con-
taining more than ten thousand inhabitants may limit the aggregate
compensation allowed to their clerk or registrar.

Section 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage.

[Approved April 2, 1873.

[Chapter 202.]

AN ACT RELATING TO THE FEES OF SEXTONS AND OTHERS.

Section 1. Section four of chapter twentj'-one of the General
Statutes is amended by striking out the word " ten " after the words
" fee of," and inserting instead thereof, the words " twenty-five."

Section 2. This act shall take eflfect upon its passage.

[Approved April 16, 1873.

[Chapter 341.]

J N ACT CONCERNING FEES OF TOWN CLERKS FOR OBTAINING AND
RECORDING THE FACTS RELATING TO DEATHS.

Chapter one hundred and thirtj'-eight of the acts of the year

eighteen hundred and sixty-six is amended by striking out the words
" twenty cents," at the close of section one, and substituting therefor

the words " thirt^'-five cents." [Approved June 6, 1873.
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[Chapter 21.]

AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION FIVE OP CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE OP
THE GENERAL STATUTES, IN RELATION TO THE REGISTRY AND
RETURN OF BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.

Section 1. Section five of chapter twenty-one of the General
Statutes is hereby amended by striking out the word " February " in

the second line of said section, and inserting in place thereof the word
" March."
Section 2. This act- shall take effect upon its passage.

[^Approved February 19, 1875.

[Chapter 341.]

AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE MORE ACCURATE REGISTRATION
OF VITAL STATISTICS.

Section 1. No human body shall be buried, or removed from any
city or town, until a proper certificate has been given by the clerk or
local registrar of statistics to the undertaker or sexton, or person per-

forming the burial, or removing the bod}'. This certificate shall state

that the facts required by chapter twentj'-one of the General Statutes

have been returned and recorded ; and no clerk or local registrar shall

give such certificate or burial permit until the certificate of the cause
of death has been obtained from the ph3'sician, if any, in attendance
at the last sickness of the deceased, and placed in the hands of said

clerk or local registrar : provided that, in those cities and towns where
local boards of health have been established, the certificate of the

cause of death shall be approved by such board before a permit to

bury is given by the registrar or clerk.

Upon application, the chairman of the local board of health, or any
physician employed by any city or town for such purpose, shall sign

the certificate of the cause of death to the best of his knowledge and
belief, if there has been no physician in attendance. He shall also

sign such certificate, upon application, in case of death b^' dangerous
contagious disease, or in an}' other event when the certificate of the

attending physician cannot for good and suflQcient reasons be early

enough obtained.

In case of death b}' violence, the medical examiner attending shall

furnish the requisite medical certificate.

Any person violating the provisions of this section shall be pun-
ished by a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars.

Section 2. This act shall take effect on the first day of May, in

the year eighteen hundred and seventy-eight ; and all acts and parts

of acts inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed.

\_Approved April 23, 1878.
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STATISTICAL NOSOLOGY.

ADOPTED FOR REGISTRATION IN MASSACHUSEETS.

The following plan of a Nomenclature and Classification of Diseases

does not essentially' differ from that authorized by the Registrar-

General of England, to be used in the preparation of the " Weekly

Return of Births and Deaths in London;" and is also, with shght

modifications, identical with that embodied in the report drawn up by

William Farr, Esq., M.D., of London, for the consideration of the

International Statistical Congi-ess which met at Paris in September,

1855 ; which report was printed in the Appendix to the Sixteenth

Registration Report of the Registrar-General, England.

[Note. — This page and those that follow contain two lists of causes of death. The first— that

on the left side— may be called the Tabular List, and comprises all the heads which it is pro-

posed to admit into the complete tables (IX. and X.) , and under which all deaths, from what-
ever cause, are finally distributed. It represents those diseases which, under the same terms, or
terms strictly synonymous with them, are found in practice to occur most frequently.

The StrppLEMBNTAL List is subordinate to the first, and contains the principal sjjecial diseases

which it may be considered desirable to note. The figures in this list indicate the corresponding
numbers of the tabular list under which such diseases are ultimately arranged.

Table VIII. includes both the Tabular and Supplemental lists ; Tables IX. and X. the Tabular
list only.]

CAUSES OF DEATH.
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CAUSES OF DEATH— (Continued) .
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TABULAR LIST.

CLASS I. — (Continued.)

Order 2.

—

Enthetic.

2.— 1. Syphilis

2. Stricture of Urethra
3. Hydrophobia

SUPPLEMENTAL LIST.

4. Glanders

• Dietic.

I. 3.— 1.

2.

3.

4.

Order
Pi-ivation

Purpura and Scurvy
Delirium Tremens
Intemperance

(Alcoholism).

Order i.— Parasitic.

I. 4.— 1. Thrush
2. Worms, &c. .

CLASS II.

—

Constitutional Diseases.

Order 1 .— Diath etic ,

If. 1. — 1. Gout .

2. Dropsy and Anaemia
3. Cancer
4. Noma (or Canker)
5. Mortification

Order 2.— Tubercular.

II. 2.— 1. Scrofula . .

2. Tabes Mesenterica
3. Phthisis (Consumption of Lungs)
4. Hydrocephalus ....

( ronorriKi
I'unil.'iit

-

Want (if Ill-

Rickets.
Bronchocel

I'di-ngo.

Scabies.
Tape-worm.
Hydatids.
Trichiniasis

II. 1.—2. Lciicocytlisemia.
3. Soft (cancer.

Epitlielioiiia.

5:;:;::;5:;:ir"'^^^-

( )tl]or kinds of cancer.
I'olypiis (part notstatedj-
Lupus.

5. Bed-sore.
Dry gangrene.

II.

CLASS IIL — LocA

Order 1.— Nervous System.

III. 1. — 1. Cephalitis.

2. Apoplexy .

3. Paralysis .

4. Insanity .

5. Chorea
6. Epilepsy .

7. Tetanus
8. Convulsions
9. Brain Diseases * 8fc.

Diseases.

.—]. Psoas (lumbar) abscess.
White swelling.
Cretinism.

2. Tubercular peritonitis.

3.
"
\ibercular meningitis

-1. Phrenitis. Myelitis.
4. Monomania.

Fright.
Grief.
Melancholia.
Rage.

e,. Hysteria. "Fits."
5. Laryngismus stridulus,

y. Neuralgia.
Ophthalmia.
Otitis.

Dis. of spinal nerve.
Necrencephalus, — Ra-
moUisseraent.

* Other diseases of the brain, or diseases of the nervous system, not otherwise distinguished,

are referred to this head. Mutatis mutandis, the note applies to the corresponding heads in oth-

er orders of this class.

21
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CAUSES OF DEATH— (Continued).
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CAUSES OF DEATH— (Continued).

clxiii

TABULAE LIST.

CLASS III. — (Continued.)

Ordek 7.— Organs of Locomotion.

III. 7. — 1. Arthritis . . . .

2. Joint Disease, S^c.

Order 8. — Inte(jumcnlarij System.

III. 8. — 1. Phlegmon.
2. Ulcer ....
3. Skin Diseases, ifc. .

SUPPLEMENTAL LIST.

CLASS IV. — Develoi^xental DI^^EASES.

Order 1.

—

Developmental Diseases of
Children.

IV. 1. — 1. Stillborn . _ . . . .

2. Prematiu'e Birth, and Jnfantile
Debility ....

3. Cyanosis .....
4. Spina Bifida ....
5. Other MaKormations
6. Teething

-1. Ostitir^.

Periostitis.

2. Fragilitas oseiiiin.

Mollitifs ossium.
( alios. Necro.siH.
Hip Disease. Exostos
Spine Disease.

ni. 8.—1. .\bsce.ss (part not stated).

Boil.
Wliitlow.

3. Roseola.
Urticaria.
Eczema.
Herpes.
Pemphigus.

Inipetiiru.

-2. Atelectasis.
5. Anus imperforatus

Cleft palate.

Idiocy.

Order 2.— Developmental Diseases of Women.
\

IV. 2. — 1. Paramenia . . . .
I iv.

2. Childbirth. (5eeMetriaI. 1— 9.)

Order 3. — Decelopmental Diseases of Old
People.

IV. 3. — 1. Old Age

Order A.— Diseases of Nutrition.

IV. 4. — 1. Atrophy and Debility

-1. Chlorosis.
Climacteria.
Menorrhagia.

2. Miscarriage.
Abortion.
I'uerperal mania.
Puerperal convulsions.
I'hlei,'iiiasia dolcns.
( ';i>sarian operation.
Kxtra-uterine foetation.

Flooding.
lietention of placenta.
I'resentation of placenta.
Deformed pelvis.

JJreast abscess.
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CAUSES OF DEATH— (Concluded).

TABULAR LIST.

CLASS V. —Violent Deaths.

Order 1.— Accident nr Negligence.

1. — 1. Fractures and Contusions
2. Wounds .

3. Burns and Scalds
4. Poison
5. Drowning-

.

6. Suffocation

7. Otherwise*
8. "Casualty"!

Order 2. — Battle.

Order 3.— Homicide.

Order 4. — Suicide.

4. — 1. Wounds .

2. Poison
3. Drowning .

4. Hanging .

5. Otherwise .

SUPPLEMENTAL LIST.

-1. Railroad aocidents.
5. Lost at sea.

a. Asphyxia. *

Strangulation.
7. Exposure.

Cold Water.
Frozen.
Heat.
Lightning.
Surgical operation.

Order 5.

—

Execution.

5. — 1 . Hanging .

Sudden, cause unascertained

Note.— Cases of "infantile fever" are classed with typhoid, relapsing, and other continued

fevers, under one name, "typhoid fever;" of "rheumatic fever," with "rheumatism;" of
" hemorrhage," and "abscess," with the diseases of the part affected (if that is st.ated, as it

should always be, in the return). As " stricture of the urethra " is almost invariably the result

of gonorrhoea, it is classed as I. 2.— 2. All cases of death returned "unknown," or of which

the cause is not stated, and cases of " tumor," "inflammation," or " hemorrhage," of which the

locality or part aftected is not mentioned, are classed as unknown, and therefore not included in

the foregoing tables of specified

• Manner stated. t Manner not st.-ited: imperfect.
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